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This example: 'Chorus', copper & iron patina, 40 x 26
x 22cm, emerald green patina bronze base

I am really pleased to be able to offer
work by the renowned and creative
sculptor, Jack Eagan. Jack draws his
inspiration from the everyday, like a
small piece of driftwood that has
been shaped and polished by the
grinding motion of the sea, bleached
of colour by exposure to the
corrosive salt and baking sun. He will
look to the patterns and rhythms in
nature, seed pods, shells, bones,
trees, ferns and search out colour

formations within the strata of the earth.
Casting in bronze, each work is totally bespoke to individual client needs and
desires. I will work with you to determine the colour, patina, size, base and
finish you require, totally at your own discretion and made to order - pieces can
also be scaled up and scaled down to suit your requirements. This is a rare
opportunity to create something completely unique to you - and a new and
innovative approach to producing & buying sculpture!

This example: 'Cage', bronze edition of 18, 60 x 28 x
26, copper and iron patina, copper blue patina bronze
base

This example: 'Torus', bronze edition of
18, 30 x 18 x 11cm, turquoise blue
patina, mottled marina bronze base

Please click here to view these and other sculpture work

Art In Focus

Dion Salvador Lloyd is a
contemporary British painter, known
predominantly for his landscapes.
He is drawn to the history of natural
things, their stories and mysteries.
He is driven by this connection with
the world around him, using painting
as a way of telling us who he is,
expressing those elusive things that
can’t be put into words. He is a
prolific and self-taught painter with
peaks of inspiration and bursts of
creativity that gives his work its
energy and dynamism.
Pimpernell II Oil on fabriano paper 60.5cm x 51.5cm
£2,000

Kit John's paintings explores the wild
and untamed nature of the Cornish
landscape. Experimentation and
expression are key aspects of his
work, creating unpredictable, unique
and atmospheric pieces. Authentic
vintage maps and other found objects
are often used as the base for his art,
creating a rare unique canvas for
each painting and adding further to a
sense of place within the work.
'Be A Rainbow in Someone's Cloud' 50cm x 50cm
Acrylic, spray paint & mixed media on authentic
vintage map of the UK £695

All available works by these artists are listed on my website. Do take a look and

please don't hesitate to get in touch with any questions.

www.lucindadalton.com

Looking Forward
Given the recent announcements, I should be able to disclose details on events
for the second half of the year very soon, which is really exciting! So keep your
eyes peeled and I will be in touch with further news on art fairs and pop up
exhibitions as soon as possible

For those of you on Instagram be sure to sign up to my gallery profile,
@lucindadaltongallery, for further news and events
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